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"Give to every human being every right that you claim for yourself."
' Robert Ingersoll
Wooster to host Witt,
r
The perimeter shooting of Nathan Balch '11 and other play-
ers has helped the Scots extend, their current winning streak
to 13 games. Moreover, Balch (here pictured last year) and
the Scots' last loss in an NCAC game came on Jan. 31 , 2009
against Ohio Wesleyan (Photo by Andrew Collins).
Professor shows how
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
Valerie Smith, the Woodrow Wilson
Professor of Literature and African
American Studies at Princeton
ed"lnt?re enSd "Civil Rights Era cold cases
"Civil ColdRights serve as
Cases" Wednesday,
Feb. 10. remembering
Refnre she relncat- -
alizing. In
ed, Smith taught
at UCLA from media re-
1994 until 2001,
.
when she took up movement
her present Posi- - contemporary America's Produced
tion at Princeton
University in New challenges with race."
Jersey. She has been
the fortunate recip- i- VALERIE SMITH
ent of the ProfessorrKOFESSOR,Guggenheim .,
Fellowship in 2005- - ' Princeton University
2006 and the : :
Alphonse G. Fletcher, Sr. Fellowship
in 2006-200- 7.
Smith, who lectured to a full house
in Severance 009, discussed popular
media's re-interpreta- tions of the Civil
Rights Movement in the 1950s and
1960s. Using the television show
"Cold Case" as well as the 2004 docu-
mentary "Home of the Brave " Smith
explored a dichotomy existing in pop-
ular perceptions of the Civil Rights
Movement. Smith argued, through
News
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Arts & Entertainment 6
Sports 7
MEMRER
ASSOCIATED
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PRESS
' 2009-201- 0
her presentation of a "recently
authored paper, that American con-
temporary society has "a preoccupa-
tion with the movement," stating
there exists a "widespread assertion
that we are in a post-raci- al era."
However, according to Smith, "our
national
conscious--
practice of ness isr stilland memon-- bound in
thatessence,
moment,
examines the Smith
.1 . n cites sev- -in tne context 01 eral works
UUI II U IV.
1980s and
1990s, as
well as
more con-temp- o-r
a r y
works, to
provide evidence for her assertions.
By examining several "cold cases"
of Civil Rights-er- a violence, Smith
explained that American society,
while asserting its post-raci-al present,
uses re-interpreta- tions of . the era to
bring about justice in a modern sense.
Smith states, "Civil Rights Era cold
cases served as practice of remem-
bering and memorializing." In
essence, new, media re-exam- ines the
movement in the context of contem
Sports Editor Matt Yannie
shares his opinion about
the early closing times of
the campus libraries. Turn
to page 3 to read his full
viewpoint.
Four concerned students
write about being in sup-
port of partnering up with
the Worker Rights
Consortium (WRC). See
page 3.
Andrew Vogel
News Editor
With wins this past, week over
Wabash College and Hiram College,
the Wooster basketball team sewed up
its sixth straight conference title and
clinched home-cou- rt advantage
throughout the NCAC Tournament.
However, the Scots will have plenty to
play for when the arch-riva- l,
Wittenberg University Tigers visit
the Timken Gymnasium to renew one
of the fiercest rivalries in Div. III.
With the wins over Wabash and
Hiram, the team extended its winning
streak to 12 and 13 games, respec-tive- y.
With each win, the Scots steadi-
ly continue to climb in the national
polls. The team is now ranked No. 19,
the highest ranked team in Ohio.
Wabash was arguably the most formi-
dable team the Scots had played in a
month. Moreover, playing Wabash on
the road is a consistent challenge.
Aside from the seven-ho- ur bus ride to
Crawfordsville, Ind., the Little Giants
boast one of the most spirited fan
bases in the conference. While
Chadwick Court holds a capacity of
just over 1,000, the small arena maxi-
mizes crowd noise of which there
was plenty last Sunday.
The game was close from the open-
ing tip.to the final horn the Scots'
largest lead of the game came in the
opening minutes when it built a 9-- 2
lead. Wabash immediately used a 15-- 2
run to open a 17-- 11 lead in the first
half. From there, both teams played
each other closely. The largest lead
Civil Rights is ever-curre-nt issue
porary America's challenges with
race. According to Smith, these new
works "expose the limitations of pre-
vious narratives of the Civil Rights
Movement."
To illustrate these points, Smith
drew on a variety of popular media
references, including the Spike Lee
documentary "4 Little Girls" (1997).
Smith specifically focused on the
2005 "Cold Case" episode "Strange
Fruit." Smith argued that the tele-
vision show's flashback and charac-
ter development model allowed her
to explore the episode's treatment of
a ' fictional 1963 lynching in
Philadelphia as a way to reassert jus-
tice in the contemporary sense.
Smith also showed a clip of the doc-
umentary "Home of the Brave,"
emphasizing that events from the
past cannot be isolated to the past,
but continue to influence the reality
of the present. Says Smith, these
media re-interpreta- tions from the
1980s to the present "require us to
remember and confront episodes
from our. history" society would
rather forget.
Smith also co-presen- ted a ques-tion-and-ans- wer
panel with Assistant
Professors of English Leslie
Wingard, Travis Foster and Mazen
Naous on Tuesday, Feb. 9 from 4-- 5
p.m. In Kauke 237. The panel dis-
cussed the application and prepara-
tion process required for graduate
studies, specifically focusing-- on pro--
ILL
Author Bruce Jacobs visi-
ted the campus this 'past
Tuesday to discuss his
advocacy for social
change. Turn to page 4 for
this feature.
renew
the Scots held the rest of the game
'
was 34-2- 7. '
One of the game's biggest story-
lines was that the Scots did not rely
on the three-poi- nt shot making 5-of- -15
from downtown. Their '15
attempts from behind the arc were
tied for the fewest all season.
Statistically, the Scots and Giants
were equal in most categories. The
Scots were able to win the game
because they held on to the ball
committing only nine turnovers to
Wabash's 17.
Guard Nathan Balch '11, who has
caught fire over the last four games,
led all Wooster scorers with 17. Ian
Franks '11 pitched in 13, but the
unsung hero of the game may have
been team captain and point guard
Brandon Johnson '10.
The fifth-ye- ar senior came back
this Season after sitting out last year
with an ACL tear. Before the injury,
Johnson was typically a jack-of-all-tra- des
point guard, with the ability to
penetrate, shoot from long-rang- e, dis-
tribute the ball, play lock-dow- n
perimeter defense and even rebound.
Since coming back from the injury,
Johnson has had a more specified role.
As the lone senior on the team,
Johnson's main role has been to pro-
vide leadership and play defense on
the perimeter. Johnson has not scored
as much and has also split time with
the emerging Matt Fegan '12, who
leads the team in three-point-field-g- oal
percentage. On Sunday, Johnson
turned in his finest performance of
the year, displaying the quickness and
Valerie Smith, Woodrow Wilson professor of literature and
African American studies at Princeton, lectured to a full hall
of students this past Wednesday (Photo by Andrew Collins).
grams in English, Africana,
American, Ethnic and Women's
Studies.
Smith's visit was sponsored by
Nathan Comstock writes a
preview of the band "Red
Wire" and its interesting
compositions. See page 6
for the entire story.
rivalry
athleticism that had made him such a
match-u- p problem from 2005-200- 8.
For much of the game, Johnson had
one of the toughest assignments a
perimeter defender can ask for
guarding Wabash forward Wes
Smith. Smith came in as the top scor-
er in the NCAC. Johnson was
assigned to guard the most explosive
player in the conference on his surgi-
cally repaired knee. It was only a
slightly less difficult task than asking
Stevie Wonder to officiate the Super
Bowl. Johnson, who has always been
a lockdown defender,, held his own
against the decorated forward who
was a high school teammate of Greg
Oden and Mike Conley. Johnson
notched season-hig- hs in points (ll)
and steals (six) on the game. While
Smith scored 18 points, he was held
to just 4-fo- r-13 shooting from the
field and committed five turnovers.
While Johnson may not display
the explosiveness that he showed
before his ACL injury, he used his
experience .and knowledge on the
court, 'rather than relying on superi-
or athleticism. "With the knee injury,
he's not going to be able to be as fast
and quick he's not going to be able
to jump up and slam a dunk like he
always could. I Iowever, Johnson is
gaining confidence on the court in
doing things that he couldn't earlier
in the season. Brandon is learning
how to be effective without that for-
mer athletic ability," said head coach
Steve Moore.
See "Basketball," page 7
the Departments of English,
History, and Africana Studies, the
Donaldson Fund and the Center for
Diversity and Global Engagement.
h Sports Editor Chris
Weston gives a preview of
what to expect in this
years winter Olympic
games. To read the full
insight, go to page 8.
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CAMPUS
Campus greets pro-
fessorial candidates
The Communication Department is
conducting a series of presentations
to evaluate candidates applying "for
two Professor openings next year.
The department is looking for one
Communication Studies professor and
one Communication Sciences and
Disorders professor to help address
the expanding number of students
declaring the major. Presentations
will continue through this week and
next in Lean Lecture Hall.
LOCAL
Woosterites gather to
debate potential levy
The city of Wooster has created a
hotline to address questions about the
recent levy request. Last Wednesday,
concerned citizens congregated at
Wooster High School and received a
packet of information regarding the
proposed levy, including a list of fre-
quently asked questions and an absen-
tee voter's ballot. Residents in favor of
the levy may assist in a number of
ways, including contacting other vot-
ers whose names and addresses are on
labels put together with a list of indi-
viduals who voted in the May elec-
tion, volunteering for committees and
even contributing money because no
taxpayer's money may be used for
campaign activities.
NATIONAL
NASA space journey
finally underway
The space shuttle Endeavour lifted
off from Kennedy Space Center early
Monday on a two-we- ek mission to
the international space station. NASA
said that the shuttle was able to make
a stable enterance into orbit by 4:30
a.m. The crews mission is to bring a
key module to the space station. The
six person crew docked at the station
Wednesday. The mission also will
include three spacewalks. Endeavour
was originally scheduled to lift off
early Sunday, but low cloud coverings
forced a nearly '24-ho- ur delay.
Soldier accused of
waterboarding" girl
Josh Tabor, a Washington state
soldier is accused of holding his 4-year- -old
daughter's head under the
water in the kitchen sink mock
"waterboard-style-
" because she
would not say her ABCs. He was
allegedly angry, intoxicated and
threatening during the incident. He is
currently being charged with second-degr- ee
assault of a child. Tabor and
his girlfriend forced the young girl to
be submerged into water 6-- 4 times.
INTERNATIONAL
Body discovered in
cargo area of airplane
A body was found in the landing
gear bay of an airplane that arrived
at Tokyo's Narita Airport Sunday,
the airport announced. Authorities
searched the man and found that he
was not carrying any personal
belongings or a passport. The police
team still has to conduct an autopsy
on the body, but the speculated
cause of death is either freezing to
death" or shortage of .oxygen at high
altitudes. This area cannot be
accessed by the cabin so it is unlike-
ly that the man could have survived
the overseas flight from New York's
JFK to Narita. Delta has said that
the airline is fully cooperating with
the authorities.
Bites compiled by Laney Austin
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicewooster.edu.
Alum donations valued in yearly
Allana Mortell
News Editor
Every year, usually around late
January and early February, the col-
lege tuition that each student pays to
their education, runs out. The
tuition and fees that are paid
towards the College only cover 60
percent of the cost of a Wooster
Education. Now, in its second year,
the campus will be hosting Tuition
Freedom Day this coming Monday,
Feb. 15, to celebrate those gifts from
alumni along with the donations
from the Wooster Fund, that have
helped cover the costs for the rest of
the year.
TFD is not just unique to
Wooster but in fact has been hosted
at numerous colleges throughout
the country. Many schools have
taken particular measures on cam-
pus to show which things, however
small, were made possible not from
tuition, but from alumni donations.
One school removed all their forks
in the dining hall and another shut
the power off for 10 minutes in an
effort to promote the importance
and recognition of TFD. Carolyn
Ciriegio, the development assistant
for the office of alumni relations,
said "Although
tuition is 'high
and seems to be
rising every-year- ,
it still
"It's important for stu-
dents to know about
Tuition Freedom Day so
dose to reflect- - they realize
ing the true Unw
cost of educa- -
tion." give back. We
On Monday, generosityFeb. 15, students
will have a num-
ber
support."
of opportu- -.
rely on their
and continued
Katie Harvuot
Class of 2010
Gender neutral to be
Emily Timmerman
Voice Staff
Beginning next fall semester,
Gender-Neutr- al Housing will be
available to students on campus. This
student initiated accommodation's
main goal is to give students a secure
living environment in which they
have no obligation to identify with
the preconceived, culturally formed
gender identities of our society.
Students will be able to "express
themselves as people as opposed to as
a specific gender, and will be able to
live without a gender label," said
Professor Karen Taylor, a "faculty
member in support of this housing
alternative.
Many people questioning their
Alleged Code Violation 1
Section IA: Personal integrity
and self respect
Section IB: Respect rights
concerns of others
Section IXA:Harassment coer-
cionintimidation assault
Hearing1 Outcomes
Rejected, no contest, found
not guilty
Sanction
Work with UG staff to deter-
mine appropriate training and
protocol, Restricted from con-
tact w victim
Alleged Code Violation 2
Section IA: Personal integrity
and self-resp- ect
Section IB: Respect rights
concerns of others
Section IVA, 2, a:
Irresponsible useabuse of
alcohol
Section IXA: Harassmentcoer-cionintimidationassa- ult
TED 2010
nities available
to help .get
involved with
the efforts pro--
moted by TFD.
In Lowry, students can come and
write thank-yo- u notes to alumni
who donated to the College in the
last year. Ribbons will also be placed
gender identity struggle to under-
stand the confines of the two cultur-
ally determined genders. Our society
attempts to separate people distinctly
into two specific groups, male op.
female, with no variation, when for
some, gender is not a one-sid-ed issue.
"All institutions want us to choose a
side as either one identity or the
other, so it's nice to have the opportu-
nity to have a space where we aren't
required to identify either way," com-
mented Taylor.
.
Gender-Neutr- al Housing opportu-
nities are common throughout the
country at' other Colleges and
Universities, and have been successful
at creating safe living environments
for GLBT (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgendered) and Ally students.
Campus Judicial
Hearing Outcomes
Rejected not guilty, found guilty
Rejected not guilty, found guilty
Accepted not guilty, accepted not
guilty
Sanction
UG privledges rescinded, write
letter of apology to UG staff
member, restricted from contact
w victim
Alleged Code Violation 3
Section IA: Personal integrity and
self-respe-ct
Section IB: Respect rights con-
cerns of others
Section IVA, 1: The Ohio State
Law (alcohol)
Section IVB, 1, b: Possession
(other drugs)
Section IVB, 1, g: Drug paraphena-li- a
(other drugs)
Hearing Outcomes
Rejected not guilty, found guilty
Accepted guilty
Rejected no contest, found guilty
Rejected not guilty, found guilty
Sheryl Crow, one of the recipients of the 2010 TED prize,
unveiled her "One wish to change the world" on the open-
ing day of the 2010 TED conference and will receive $
100,000 worth of funding (Photo courtesy AP).
around campus attached with the
names of donors and many of the
names will be familiar to many stu-
dents. Alongside all of this, statistics
will be provided that highlight the
importance
of alumni
support and
general
facts about
the alumnihow many
.
and as a whole.
o1mni really For exam-
ple, there
are currentr
ly 1,934
Woo s t e r
alumni are
married to
o t h e r'
Wo o s t e r
alumni.
: T " h -- e
College's alumni relations are of
great importance and Ciriegio urges
all students to consider TFD in this
light. "Think about it in terms of
what might be missing from your
future housing option
One aspect of potential misunder-
standing regarding this housing
option is that the goal of this alterna-
tive is not to provide a housing option
in which couples could feasibly room
together. 'The notion of gender neur
tral living has nothing to do with sex
or'sexuality, it simply has to do with
a desire to not ' recognize labels,"
noted Taylor. . ' ,
The specific location of this
housing option has yet to be estab-
lished. Currently, the College is
interested in determining the
amount of interest in this housing
alternative. Once the demand for
Gender-Neutr- al Housing has been
established and accounted for,
Residence Life will be able to appro-
priately accommodate those inter
Board Hearings
Sanction
Recorded disciplinary prohbation
2009-201- 0: Must maintain adher-
ence to alcohol and other drug
policies
Mandatory individual computer
assessment pertaining to alcohol
useabuse
Mandatory computer assessment
pertaining to drug use abuse
Mandatory assessment by licensed
chemical dependency counselor
Community service project with
Christie Kracker.
Student did not complete judicial
sanctions; additional action pending
Alleged Code Violation 4
Section IA: Personal integrity and
self-respe- ct
Section IB: Respect rightsconcerns
of others
Section IVA, 1: The Ohio State Law
(alcohol)
Section IVB,l,b: possession (other
drugs)
Section IVB,l,g: drug paraphenalia
Grainne Carlin
Chief Copy Editor
The College of Wooster's
Entrepreneurship Group is hosting
a live stream of theTED2010 con-
ference at the Center for
Entrepreneurship until Feb. 13.
v
The live stream opportunity was
presented to the E Group during one
of their weekly "popcorn sessions" by
Dr. John Jewell, Visiting Assistant
Professor of Psychology at the
College, who specializes in entrepre-
neurship. TED (Technology,
Entertainment, Design) conference is
an invite-on-ly conference held in Palm
Springs by the TED non-pro- fit
. organization for ideas worth spread-
ing. The purpose of TED2010 is to
gather the world's brightest and most
innovative thinkers and doers in tech-
nology, entertainment, and design to
hopefully create connections, gain
insight and inspiration to motivate
celebration
Wooster experience if so many
alumni (young and old) didn't choose
.
to support the College, you might
not have all the resources available
to make your Wooster experience a
great one. On a more serious note;
think about how many of your close
friends not might be here to share
those experiences with you," she
said. Every year, there are thousands
of gifts donated to the College from
alumni ranging from five dollars to
$50 ,000 that have significantly
impacted our college experience.
Again this year, seniors especial-
ly are being urged to contribute to
their Senior Wooster Fund. Katie
Harvuot '10 said, "It's important
for students to know about Tuition
Freedom Day so they realize how
many and how much alumni- - really
give back. We rely on their gen-
erosity and continued support. I
know I am going to give this year
to the Senior Wooster Fund and
after I graduate. Someone I didn't
know donated and helped me and I
want to be able to do the same."
ested. All of the logistical details
regarding this housing option will
be taken care of before housing
decisions need to be made by the
students, and again, the amount of
interest is the focus currently. If
students are interested in finding
out more information regarding
this housing alternative, you can'
email Erin Leonardi, Associate
Director of Residence Life at
eleonardiwooster.edu.
Emma Ziesk,e '12 and Sarah Hunt
'12, two of the student initiators of
this new housing option, empha-
sized that the primary aim of creat-
ing this housing project "is that it
will function as a safe space, for
GLBT (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgendered) and ally students."
Hearing Outcomes
Rejected no contest, found guilty
Rejected no contest, found guilty
Rejected no contest, found guilty
Rejected no contest, found guilty
Rejected no contest, found guilty
Sanction
Disciplinary Probation 2009-201- 0
Write paper applying Wooster
Ethic to violations and hisher
personal response
Mandatory individual computer
assessment pertaining to alcohol
use abuse
Mandatory computer assessment
pertaining to drug useabuse
Mandatory assessment by
licensed chemical dependency
counselor.
Student did not complete judi-
cial sanctions; additional action
pending.
Conference impresses students
people to change the world.
The E group had to pay $1000.00 for
the rights to the live steam. "It's a
really big deal to have the live stream
here," said E group's president and
marketing director, Patryk Tenorio
'11. 'The reason its so exclusive is
because the leaders of TED find the
most influential people in the world
to speak about how to make an
impact on the world."
Jewell handed over the advertise-
ments and information to Tenorio
and vice president and graphic
designer, Liz Sakach '11 who came
up with the idea of initial viral
advertising. "We put the advertise-
ments everywhere that just said
'TED is coming' so people would ask
questions and wonder who TED is,
just to get the word out there" said
Tenorio. The actual details of the
events were posted on Monday
which resulted in a packed E Center
for the kickoff on Wednesday.
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Reign of the Stupids
WARNING - from the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention:
They drive on our streets. They
attend your
PTA meetings.
They may
even deliver
your mail.
They have
infiltrated
johnmcgovcrn society, plot- -
ting to bring
their disease to the forefront of civi-
lized humanity. The plague they bring
may be incurable. They are stupid
people.
Citizen, this concept may seem
familiar to you. De Tocqueville
wrote about the "tyranny of the
majority." Madison understood the
flaws of man in government. The
American government has pre-
vailed for 200 years against these
mongrels, and we will surely defeat
them again. Unfortunately, we have
never seen them rise with this
amount of unconquerable fervor.
Time-honor-ed antibiotics like logic
and intelligence prove ineffective.
Do not worry this does not
include stupid decisions made by
rational people. All citizens act stu-
pidly from time to time: forgetting to
set the alarm, buying a ticket to an
M. Night Shyamalan movie or offer-
ing a beer to security. These acts are
different from the horde of the stu-
pid, who permeate modern decision
making at an alarming rate.
To better serve you, one must
understand the prominent features
of the stupid. This includes, among
other things, those who believe nat-
ural disasters are God's wrath
against sin or "selling their souls to
the Devil" (Pat Robertson),
Birthers; those who supported the
fight against Sen. Al Franken's
anti-rap- e bill; young earth cre-
ationists who claim the earth is no
more than a few thousand years old
despite something called geology,
and those who believe all Muslims
are terrorists. They can be identi-
fied with their staunch positions on
these issues with no logic to back
their arguments and calling you
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Madelyn Halstead, Features Editor
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"un-America-
n".
To clarify, this is not the liberal
socialists telling you that conserva-
tive opinions are all wrong. This is
not an attempt to counter any neo-conserva- tive
deceptive rants
against Obama's apparent
"appeasement" and shame to our
nation I will leave that to the
attention-seeker- s. Conservatism
serves as an option against liberal-
ism, and many arguments are
strong counterpoints. The stupid
disease shouldn't be lumped with
conservatives simply because many
of them are adhered to by conser-
vative individuals they should
just be considered stupid.
These issues stall the political
process. They halt town hall meet-
ings in order to say the Pledge of
Allegiance to "take our country
back" (we are scrambling to find
out who took it and where its cur-
rent location is). Of course they
have a right to an opinion, but that
does not mean we have to deal with
straightforward lies and treat these
people with any dignity. They
expect respect in exchange for
their irreverence and impudence.
Do not attempt to fight them, for
they possess a weapon with unlim-
ited ammunition and frightening
support.
Your government understands
the ramifications this disease has
upon our populace. Therefore we
submit several proposals to combat
the legions of the stupid:
-- Use the stupid as Mars colonists
(one-wa- y ticket).
-- Put Glenn Beck specials on air
all day long during elections to
prevent them from voting.
--Giving them incentives not to
vote, like money or Playskool toys
--Jail protesters who can't spell
(this may be very expensive).
--Recruit predators as security for
town hall meetings.
Any further suggestions or solu
tions will gladly be considered.
John McGovern is a regular contributor
to the Voice. He can be reachedfir com
ment at JMcGovernl2wooster.edu
Ron anJ JamxEnojtisk ,DpaMwtbT reject,
Tke fHe S1c t Prnule fUxi be lids.
Editorial cartoon by Will Santino. He can be reached at WSantino11wooster.edui
Group aspiresfor sweat-fre-e Wooster
z 1LJ I
matthewporter danielhanson
celestetarmenbaum aaronnovtck
We are writing to express our sup-
port of the school-wi- de campaign
for affiliation with the Worker
Rights Consortium, an influential
worker's rights monitoring organi-
zation. Wooster apparel is an expres
sion of the pride that we take in our
school.
However, the apparel industry has
little transparency regarding the
rights and working conditions of the
workers who produce this clothing,
and a socially conscious student body
should not have to choose between
ethical consumption and school pride.
Affiliation with the Worker Rights
Consortium would make the Wooster
student body more informed con-
sumers, and would exemplify this
school's belief in social justice and
global solidarity.
According to their mission state
ment, the Worker Rights Consortium
(WRC) is "an independent labor
rights monitoring organization, con-
ducting investigations of working
conditions in factories around the
globe. Our purpose is to combat
Library must get with the times
"It is now 12:45 and the College of
Wooster Library will be closing in 15
minutes..."
Ugh, this paper is due in less than
eight hours!
As a senior
at the College,
struggling
with what
seems to be
every minute,
matthewyannie to deal with a
full class
schedule and the immensity of
Independent Study, I find it baffling
that the library closes at 1 a.m.
Many students, seniors espe-
cially, find themselves working
late into the night far later
than 1 a.m. The libraries of the
College are an invaluable
resource for students, many of
whom rely heavily on the
libraries' supplies to complete
assignments for classes. Honestly,
a large percentage of students
not only need access to the library,
but also end up working late into the
night in order to keep up with the
rigors of acadcifiia.
As a senior this is only heightened
not having access to the library
and especially our highly valued car-
rel puts our late night studies at a
significant disadvantage. The
numerous sources that are needed on
a nightly basis while writing I.S. are
generally stored at our carrels and
become hostages of the library's
sweatshops and protect the rights of
workers who sew apparel and make
other products sold in the United
States." The WRC primarily works
with colleges and universities to
ensure that the factories that make
the schools' licensed apparel are ethi-
cal in their labor practices, by per-
forming investigations on factories in
which college-licens- ed apparel is pro-
duced. In our case, this would mean
that every factory that produces
apparel with the Wooster name
would be held to a code of conduct
for their working conditions. This
includes provisions against discrimi-
nation regarding gender, ethnicity,
and marital status, ensures that work-
ers are paid legally and fairly and that
working conditions meet health and
safety standards.
The WRC could be interpreted as a
code for a sweatshop-labor-fr- ee book-
store, but instead of passively reject-
ing companies that use sweatshop
labor, the WRC actively fights against
it by working to better these condi-
tions and the lives of the workers.
Buyers of Wooster apparel, and espe-
cially the student body and adminis-
tration of the College, would be able
to take an active role in this process.
We feel that it is necessary to work
with the WRC for many reasons. As a
school, we function with an honor
code for all students, the Wooster
Ethic. This code informs our interac-
tions both personally and inside the
classroom. While all members of the
Wooster community are bound by
this code, products licensed by our
school have no such governance.
Many of the products that the
hours. Short of shuttling a large
duffle bag of texts back and forth
from the library to the dorms, there
is no way to have all of these sources
readily accessible.
The alternative options for after
hours studying are not sufficient.
Mom's is open till 3 a.m. but that
space is in no way a good environ-
ment for scholastic achievement.
Mom's, though it has the tablespace
necessary for effective studying, is
often the late night destination of
students in altered states and those
who have given up on their work for
the night in favor of fried food and
"If Mom's can stay
open till 3 a.m., I see no
reason why the library
cannot as well."
trashy television.
The only 24-ho- ur option for the
students of the College is the Wired
Scot. When the Wired Scot is func- -.
tioning properly, this small area on
the lower level of Lowry provides a
place for students to print no matter
the hour of the day. While this may
be true the space is not good for
much more than that.
The computers in the Wired Scot
are not up to par with the computer
resources of the libraries. Most are,
College sells may be produced in
sweatshops. As a school that prides
itself on intentionality and global cit-
izenship (as discussed in the 2009
Convocation speech), it is both
immoral and hypocritical for us to be
supporting the unjust labor practices
of sweatshops.
Affiliation with the WRC will
require endorsement by President
Cornwell and the board of trustees, a
$1,500 yearly fee, an administration
liaison and student involvement for
determining how to respond to viola-
tions. At this point in our campaign,
our main priority is garnering sup-
port from the student body and facul-
ty to attain the support of the admin-
istration. '
Following this and the subsequent
meetings with the Board of Trustees,
we would like to work with the cam-
pus community to write a letter of
affiliation and plan the affiliation
process. Currently, the Wooster
Democratic Socialists and Peace by
Peace are leading this effort, but it is
vital that the campaign for WRC affil-
iation be a school-wid- e effort.
If you, or an organization that you
are a part of, are interested in being
part of this campaign, please contact
us at the email address provided
below. It is our moral obligation to
ensure that the Wooster name and
logo only appear on ethically pro-
duced products. For this reason, it is
imperative that we begin work with
the WRC as soon as possible.
These students are new contributors to the
Voice. They can be reached for comment
at DHansonl2wooster.edu.
to varying degrees, defective and
barely function on a level that allows
for limited internet access let alone
for school work to be effectively
done. The lack of table or desk space
and the small size of the Wired Scot
keep it from serving as an alterna-
tive for study of similar standards as
the libraries.
Students can do work in their
rooms, but sleeping roommates and
rowdy residents complicate the
option of studying at home. While it
would be expensive for the College
to extend the hours of the libraries,
it hardly seems like too much of an
expenditure considering that the
majority of the lights stay on in
the library all night.
It may be outlandish to ask for
24-h- our access to libraries, but
extending the hours of the
libraries would be a step in the
right direction. If Mom's can stay
open till 3 a.m., I see no reason
why the library cannot as well.
In addition to the supplementary
hours at night, the libraries should
also open earlier during the entire
week. Currently, the libraries open at
8 a.m. during the week, 10 a.m. on
Saturday and noon on Sunday.
Moving weekday hours to 7 a.m. and
at least opening by 10 a.m. both week-
end days is not too much to ask.
Matthew Tannie is a Sports editor fir the
Voice. He can be reachedfir comment at
MTannieIOwooster.edu.
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CO Voice Valentines! Sending your love to a
Grain A Gine,
This place still isn't real.
True
rfappy Valentines 2ay,
SeCCa. ZloVe you So
VUCh.
LoVe, TraS
DearAshita,
Thanks for always being
there for me. You are the
best girlfriend ever. .
Love, Mohit
2ear Molly,
BeSt. ZC. &et
Jo-S- Atf and Chalky
To Morgan
My darling crazy sister-can- 't
imagine Wooster
without you!
-- Anne
Matt Pullata-Se-e
you Saturday.
DearBennett,
Have a great Valentine's
Day. I'llseeyouwhenl
get back from abroad.
-- Maddie
BK.
Backseat, windows up.
-- K
To the Sociology 2ept.,
iOejust uXtnted to tell
you hoto tuch toe loVe
you on ttis Socially con-
structed holiday.
LoVe, "The Annas
Lexie.
You be so great,
love. You know
BeekyLang,
For you, there will
ALWAYS be plenty.
Love, Kris
Pear Michael,
I love the way your muscular
arms feel around my hips.
Love, Mies xoxo
oHappy V-Da- yo
Mom, you da best, lolz
-- Hannah
CdtUn,
Thanks for putting Up
uJth 8 --Pot 2 straight
ytonths.
LoVe, Casey
Happy Valentine's Day
Celeste, even ifyou are a
dorky hippie.
From Alex
Peanuts,
Thanks fortolerating my
intoxication and bel-
ligerency.
Love, Whalen
Mossy,
The Voice isn't the same with-
out you sceaming M000NAH!"
Love you, Laney, Mad, lan!
Becca.Hil.Kris:
I LOVE YOU!
Love, Hannah
Dear Pookie-Pa- t,
It meant so much to me
when you sucked on my big "
toe last night
Love, Er-Be- ar
Cassiel- -
You know wine Is the best
box to be put in.
frrace
Dear Stank,
We've seen your body and
we like the goods
Love,
Nick Spittle
To the best co-ne- ws editor
ever: system overload.
Robot shutdown.
V Laney
To Shane,
You are the best son ever,
but if you ever leave home
aftercolfegelwon'tbe
happy
Love,
Mommy
.
:
To Ashley,
Happy birthday love.
Tomoo
GandaJf,
I wish 1 could spend every
.moment by your side
Lore,
SMARTA
Jonah:
We're totally BFFs.
--Grace
Elle Bloom,
I love you Pig. Thawks for
,
being the best!
love. Little
Jack Tracy,
MASS, BABY! BOSTON!
YEEEEAAH! LOVE YOU,
CUTIE!
-- PeterNelson
Chad,
"Thanhs --for- altoays eing .
there!
--CaSey Green
Annie,
Thanks for being you.
-- Chalkey
Dear Nuts,
You will forever have my
heart.
Love,
Your sister Hannah
Happy Valentine's Day to
thP vnirp ctaf f i
Hove you!
Dear Jason,'
I really don't like you.
Vogel
DearAlexMichelle,
Creaceus, Kenny, Lover,
Can't wait for spring break!
Love, Your Lover
2ear Alyssa and Sorah)
Stay golden
Lae, Chalkey
Rach,
Thanks for giving me a
piggyback ride through
the snow - Will you be
my Valentine?
Love you, Lan
DearAshita,
Let's make tonight a night to
remember.
Love, Mohijt
To the MOST Important girl;
my mother!
--Whalen
Friday, February 12, 2010
Speth,
LoVe foreVer.
-- ooype
7b Josh Treat, my biggest
fan XOXO
--Justin Beiber'
Tom,
Always remember, women are
like muff ins... Happy
Valentine's Pay
Ashley
Lumpy,
Roses aren't blue,
your hair is red,
I love when we cuddle in
bed,
LOVE ME!
-- Ifunky
To everyone I know!
Happy Valentine's Day
-- Maddie
Greg,
We're going to have the
blondest children that rule
the world.
v, TheBurrito
Chalky
You're the Ust (only)
fake rockstar boyfriend
ZVe ever had.
--Grace
Laney,
This may be costing me big
bucks but! still love you and
want everyone to know!
--Your co-edi- tor
Sup Baby?
To the Alpha Goai"1 gin-
ger SfuaJ! X love you!
--Anne
Becca, Hil, Kris.
I LOVE YOU!
Love, Hannah
XiChiPsi,
I love you all so much!
--Tigger
Dear Javier and Libby,
You are my favorite fresh-
man ever.
Love, Chalkey
.
dsaY Y -
You two rock my world!
-- George
.
AndrewVogel,
My1 Fan
XOXO,
TimTebow
.
Elena Fiocca,
Words cannot express my
undying affection for
you. There is nothing I
would not do to prove my
love.
Your not-at-- all secret
admirer
Clara -
You are capable. Everything
is going to befine.
So much love,
Jonah
Men of the VI Section,
Dome Rubs
--Whalen
Kevin
Knew It the moment I met you.
I'm glad I've finally snagged you!
-- Kris
special (or not so
Abe, Sam. Yassi. Odin,
Scott and Alex
LOVE YOU ALU
Yours truly .Yannie
My theatre peeps-Kiss- es,
hugs, love, y'all
are fabulous!
-- George
BK.
Call me Mr. Flintstone. I
can make your bed rock.
--C
SIS,
eterJer uih&n you rode
in a chariot through the
Streets of 6nurgh?
Zdo
laney
I choose you, Margachu!
DearAshita,
Without you I am so blue,
so always be my boo.
Love, Mohit
Vogel,
It's a love story, baby just say
yes!
--&Lee
Owl,
I miss you and your goblin
toes
My Wolfpack.
Wait a minute, could it
be? Now I know for
sure, you are all my
valentines
Love, Alan(a)
Dearest Abby,
I'm so glad to have you
as my Valentine!
Love Always,
Stephen
Dear Chalkey,
We love you.
--Javier
Gav,
Thug life
Bennett,
Thanks for being the
best husband money can
buy. Lolpants.
--Your Wife & Abe Lincoln
To Julie,
I love you
--Joe
Dearest Darlingist Momsy
and Popsicle,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love you!
Love, Lan
Emma,
Thank you for enduring my
crazy shenanigans f.or two
years! Lets get lunch
sometime!
Love, Roger
To Mango,
I love you, but I am not
IN love with you!
-- Swisha
To my favorite Scotties --
dance your heart out!
--Anne
Jason,
We're all wishing you a
successful recovery. Keep
your chin up end we'll see
you soon! v
Wooster
Voice
special) someone
&K,
How do I live without you? I
want to know.
-- M
To My Favorite
Leprechaun,
Find your freakin' pot of
gold already!
V yobig
2ear Sugar,
YoU are the mind beneath
Ary uxngS,
Spunk
Pear Intro 1 Anthro frirl,
Happy Valentines Pay.
Hopefully one of these days
you'll look my way.
FromR
Dear Girls of Stadium
(My home away from
home) -
Love you all dearly
JC
DearVick, Madd&Ana,
We keep it so real.
Hearts forever! LTA.
Maddie,
You can play with my Wii
any time.
Nathan
2ear udicJ
Thank you --for accepting
Aie into your heart
J.C.
DearTaylor,
You Belong With Me.
Love, ,
Andrew
Brittdnny,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Andrew
Charlotte,
Thanks for being the best lit-
tle ever. :)
-- Hannah
Kris,
Ihank you for being there
always-ev- en when I'm
unaware ofmy surround-
ings on certain Saturday
nights...
-- Kevin
2enniS,
'ere S to f toonderful
Aionths together and
tJsheS for ytore to
CoAte. Vqppy Valentine's
2ay! Love, Your ZTT&?
9afU!
JT.
Miss you!
Love, Hannah
To Fitty Fuji;
From your lover
Happy Valentine! Don't
"tear me apart" with your
wiley ways. ..this is the
year of the lover after all.
Love.N.W.
Sparta,
Wlicn we held hands and
you started singing, my
heart began beating rapidly.
I hope this will happen agan.
-- Gandalf
To everyone who actual
ly reads the Voice
.
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Elle Bloom
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Broken Rocks: relaxed yet refined dining
Allana Mortell
News Editor
Walking into Broken Rocks Cafd
& Bakery for the first time, I had my
wery own Dorothy moment (minus
the red sparkly slippers, of course).
"Great Scots," I wanted to shout, "I
have a feeling we're not in Wooster
anymore."
Though I've been there countless
times since, I always get that same
feeling when I first walk in the
doors. Whether it's the hostess's
smiling face that greets me, the
smell of fresh bread wafting from
the kitchen or the jazz music play-
ing in the background, I've always
found this restaurant to be a pleas
ant surprise and nice
change of pace from the
cafeteria food and late
fast-fo- od runs that plague
my body and wallet when
the midnight hunger
pains strike.
To drink, I took a risk
and strayed from my usual water
with three lemons and ordered
lemonade, which my friend earlier
told me was "the greatest lemonade
you'll ever have." Much to my sur-
prise, she was actually right. A few
minutes after I ordered the lemon-
ade, I glanced to the bar and noticed
the bartender seemed to be squeez-
ing some sort of fruit with a juicer
into an ice-fill- ed glass. Now, I don't
know for sure but the lemonade
had such a balance of tartness,
sweetness and crumbles of actual
sugar that I wouldn't be surprised if
it had been made from freshly
squeezed lemons. It's truly this sort
of thing that makes Broken Rocks
the ultimate in upscale, impeccable
comfort food dining.
When our waitress, a friendly,
young-lookin- g girl, named off the
list of the evenings soups that were
written on a chalkboard above the
bar, I took no hesitation in ordering
the tomato soup, a staple dish of
the restaurant. The soup arrived in
less than seven minutes and was
plated beautifully. The sea of red
was perfumed with fresh tomatoes,
garnished with minced herbs and
drizzled with a layer of velvety
white cheese, which complemented
the chunks of tomato and onion
quite nicely. The robust soup was .
definitely creamy but without a
doubt had a bit of a kick towards
the end. Whether it was the red
pepper flakes or freshly cracked
black pepper, you could definitely
feel the heat within the soup, mak
ing it all the more allur-
ing. While I was
devouring my soup
while trying not to look
like a starving cave-woma- n,
our waitress
also brought a plate of
their homemade house
bread with slightly soft butter in a
small bowl, which for me, made all
the difference. I dare you to name
one person who enjoys spreading
hardened butter on top of warm
bread?
Under the mindset that in order
to properly review a restaurant, you
must try a selection of items, I also
ordered a salad to split with my
friend along with my entree. We
decided on the Parmesan salad,
which was dressed simply with
romaine, homemade croutons,
chunks of Parmesan cheese and a
dressing reminiscent of the classic
Caesar. Although the salad was
good, I was more impressed with
the fact that the waitress remem-
bered our decision to split and her
offering of two plates to properly
enjoy the salad for two. Along with
3 W
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Students can enjoy the ambiance and quintessential feel of
Broken Rocks (Photo by Maureen Sill).
that, the salad was definitely more
than enough for the both of us,
which was much appreciated con-
sidering how hungry we were. The
chefs could have easily decided to
give us a smaller portion, but they
didn't and we both .felt we had
received an adequate amount.
With my stomach at this point
more than half-ful- l, I had almost
forgotten I had ordered an entree
the Cajun chicken pasta.
However, when I saw our waitress
place a creamy, spice-dust- ed bowl of
pasta in front of me, I couldn't
resist. The fettuccine noodles were
almost to the point of drowning in
the orange speckled cream sauce
but I didn't mind, considering I was
planning on using the leftover
bread for dipping. There were also
red and green peppers stuffed
throughout the bowl as well as
chunks of grilled chicken coated in
op
'
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the sauce. Now, I won't lie if
you're not a fan of spicy, I wouldn't
particularly recommend this pasta.
Despite the constant refills of my
water glass, this dish has been one
of my favorites for the past three
years I've been at Wooster.
When our waitress asked if we
wanted dessert, it pained me to
decline, considering my unhealthy
obsession with their double choco-
late coffee cookies. Simply put, I
was so full I don't think I could
have even mustered the energy to
pick up a single bite of the cookie. I
had dutifully cleaned each one of
my plates, which, if that doesn't
prove my overall satisfaction with
the restaurant, decor and staff, I'm
not sure what else would.
j
Allana Mortell '10 is News editor of
the Voice. She can be reachedfor com-
ment at AMortelllOwooster.edu
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It is typical of international stu-
dents to come to Wooster with hopes
and goals that change completely over
the course of the first year.
m
usmangul
Prior to
enrolling at
Wooster, I
construed life
as an opportu-
nity to reach
the heights of
prosperity and
enjoy the comforts that come with
wealth. I thought college education
was a lucrative investment in human
capital. I was not wrong, but there
was much more to the story.
Recently, I had a meaningful con-'ersati- on
with another international
student who was less interested in
wealth or prosperity. He viewed col-
lege education as an opportunity to
discover passions and pursue them
with vigor and enthusiasm.
My inquisitive questioning
revealed that he wanted to be satis-
fied and happy, but his happiness was
independent of his financial stand-
ing. Rather, his happiness was con-
tingent upon helping others and
helping himself.
Through other similar conversa-
tions I learned that for some people
acquiring happiness or satisfaction in
life was not the foremost priority. I
came across selfless individuals who
just wanted to make a ditference to the
world around them even though it did
not necessarily provide happiness.
The diversity in ideologies that
exists within the student body at
Wooster has significantly contributed
to my personal growth and develop-
ment. My perception of life has
changed ,in subtle ways and I have
adapted my goals and ambitions to
better suit my personality.
As I look back, in many ways I am
a different individual than I was when
I first came to Wooster. I believe that
this transformation is the true essence
of a liberal arts education.
The sparkle and zest of a liberal
arts education lies in its tendency to
invoke critical thinking. For me, and
for many other international and
local students, a liberal arts educa-
tion is an opportunity to rediscover
life, to question and ponder ostensi-
bly stark realities. The personal
attention from professors, the
bonds with faculty members and
the outstanding extracurricular
activities at Wooster contribute to
personal growth and development.
After all, it is from experiences and
interactions that we learn the most.
Unman Gul is a first-ye- ar from
Pakistan and can be reached for questions
or comment at UGull3zvooster.edu
Ujamaa presents "Africa Week" to raise African awareness
Rochelle Marrett
Voice Staff
I am sure that by now most come
across the projector in Lowry play-
ing music videos or seen the count-
less posters draped in red, yellow
and green announcing coming
events. I'm equally sure that most
of you have no clue what's happen-
ing. This Saturday marks the open-
ing of "Africa Week" hosted by
Ujamaa. President Hayet Rida '11;
Vice President Audrey Allotey '11;
Publicity Chairs Nana Akuffo- -
Sagoe '11 and Aisha St. Cyr '11;
Secretary Blain Tesfaye '12 and
Treasurer Promise Kamanga '12
have been working long and hard
to give you, their fellow students, a
chance to experience Africa at its
finest.
Ujamaa is the African Awareness
organization on campus who
derives their name from the Swahili
word meaning "extended family" or
"family-hood- ." They aim to make
the campus aware of Africa and its
cultures. As a result, every year
Ujamaa has something unique and
innovative to offer, and this year is
no different. This year's Africa
Week takes place on Saturday Feb.
13 - 20. There are a series of
events aimed at not only educating,
but also entertaining the campus
community and exposing us to a
side of Africa we may not be aware
of. "Rather than bombarding the
campus with a series of talks, we
would like to have events aimed at
immersing people within our cul-
ture, showcasing our true lifestyle,
how we live, what we eat, what we
wear and what we listen to. We
want everyone to feel African dur-
ing this week," said Rida. Thus, in
an effort to create this feeling, a
sequence of events has been
planned for your enjoyment.
Starting things off on Saturday
will be the Glow in the Dark pre-par- ty
in Lowry Ballroom, followed
by a concert featuring the interna-
tional super star Jesse Matador and
finally, the after party called 'Aya
Masaai,' which you all may recog-
nize from last year. On Sunday
there will be an African chocolate
tasting in Lowry Pit which every
one will have the opportunity to
taste authentic Ghanaian chocolate.
Also, all are welcome to view the
Lowry Wall. On Monday, Morag
Neill ' 1 2 will be doing a presenta-
tion on Botswana in Babcock Hall,
the final talk in the Ambassador's
Fireside series. Also, on Tuesday,
the campus will get to witness the
fun side of Ghanaian culture in an
African Games night event. Finally,
topping it all off is an African
Banquet and Fashion on Saturday
night. Hopefully we really will feel
African during this week.
r
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Student Artist Spotlight: Red Wire talks
Band gives compositions
Nathan Comstock
Senior Arts Writer
One great thing about the
Wooster music scene is how much
variety there is. One group which
exemplifies this trend is Red Wire.
Formed in September of 2008, this
group of five seniors has an inter-
esting, dynamic sound.
"I'd describe it as progressive
rock," said Ginny Kincaid '10, who
plays guitar and sings, "But it's not,
really. I mean, we aim for like, high
energy rock, but some of ousongs
are really complicated musically.
We have a lot of music theory
going on, 'cause we have a lot of
really musical people."
Aside from Kincaid, the band is
composed of Nick Terelle '10, also
on guitar and vocals, Cord Briggs
'10 on bass, keyboardist David
Yontz '10 and drummer Allison
Wadleigh '10. Kincaid and Terelle
formed the group after the breakup
of their previous band, Coffee. The
name, which took them several
weeks to come up with, is meant to
evoke the classic bomb-disarmi- ng
scene of an action movie.
"You know, like, you don't cut the
red wire," said Kincaid.
After their first gig at an under-
ground Oktoberfest concert, Red
Four new IS. pieces premiere this weekend
Seniors prepared to present their original works
George Myatt
A&E Editor
Every February, the senior theatre
and dance majors come together to
present performances that comple-
ment their Senior Independent Study
research. What makes these perform-
ances unique is the not just the name,
but the format.
There are four students producing
pieces for IS - Senior Independent
Study Productions: Alex Paolino-Gibso- n,
Laura Vandiver, Marten
Dollinger and Allison Wadleigh.
There is no universal theme between
all of the pieces but Dollinger notes
that Vandiver and Paolino-Gibson-'s
work provides commentary on con-
troversial issues, while his and
Wadleigli's performances utilize more
digital media. The performances will
be showcased on separate dates by
presenting Vandiver and Paolino-Gibon- 's
piece this past Thursday and
tonight, while Wadleigh and
Dollinger's pieces are showing on
Saturday and Sunday. "The perform-
ances were sort of divided on the line
of how serious the subject matter is in
each piece," said Dollinger. Theatre-
goers can catch these shows at the
Shoolroy Theatre at 8:15 p.m. tonight
and Saturday, and at 3:(X) p.m. on
Sunday.
Dollinger's production requires no
This past week, the storm of century seemingly settled over
stylish few managed to stay one step ahead
.A I
"
Jordan Farrarr '12 struts through
the snow in flowered whites and
blacks (Photo by Maureen Sill).
Red Wire practice experimental and screamo influenced
music in rehearsal (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Wire took first place at the Battle
of the Bands in the U.G. their
second performance as a group.
Since then, the band has gone on to
perform in a wide variety of ven-
ues, including being one of the
opening acts at Party on the Green.
Red Wire performs almost exclu-
sively original songs, except when
playing at covers. Wadleigh says
that the songwriting is usually a
group effort.
"Usually Nick or David or some-
times Ginny will come up with a
action on the stage. It's all on the
screen. His performance is a film titled
"Editors," a mockumentary film about
running a student newspaper present-
ed in two 10 minute episodes.
Audiences will relate the format and
style of the film to that of "The
Office" and "Parks and Recreation."
Dollinger, an Arts & Entertainment
editor for The Wooster Voice, is using
his experiences of working for the
Voice to create an atmosphere of
authenticity. He also stated that "the
combination of writing, directing and
editing has been a wry taxing but
worthwhile endeavor."
In contrast, Paolino-Gibson- 's piece
will le a staged reading of his play
"Waiting," which explores the issues
of alwrtion and adoption and how
they relate to everyone, not just
women. The audience w ill be present-
ed with four snapshot situations
which will "beg the audience to chal-
lenge their opinions," according to
Paolino-Gibso- n. After the stage read-
ing, Paolino-Gibso- n will be looking
into producing the play in workshops.
The playwright would like to advise
that this performance is intended for a
mature audience.
Vandiver's piece, "A Good Face,"
consists of two scenes and a mono-
logue from Neil LaBute's plays 'The
Shape of Things," "Fat Pig" and
"Reasons to Be Pretty." All of the
Wooster Street Style
How would you describe your
personal style?
Lately I've been trying to dress
like a teenager from the 90s, only a
lot cleaner. More floral dresses, less
grunge. Angela Chase on a good
day.
What about fashion do you find
boring? Interesting?
I like the overexposure of fashion
on the internet, because it ensures
that everyone has to continually
one up each other in order to stay
interesting. Having "style" has
become more about looking
unique than looking pretty. But I
also hate the internet's obsession
with Alexa Chung.
What is your favorite place to
buy or find clothing?
Predictably, I like thrift stores
because they're cheap and make
shopping a game.
an experimental edge
i I
basic melody and structure, and then
the keyboard and the drums and the
bass will just sort of fill in."
"It's kind of a variety," adds
Kincaid. "Sometimes Cord or David
will come with like a chord progres-
sion that he likes, and then we'll try to
turn it into a song, or sometimes Nick
will come in with an almost complet-
ed song. And as far as lyrics and
melody go, I've worked on that by
myself, and David and Nick have, but
we've also all sat down and worked on
them together."
Carrie Muller '12 plays Robin Reese in the play "Facebook
Me" by Allison Wadleigh '10 (Photo by Hayet Rida).
scenes examine how Labute utilizes
beauty and body images in his writ-
ing. Furthermore, the three pieces
will present different and unique
viewpoints on beauty. "LaBute has a
very singular style and rhythm which
is unlike anything I've ever done
before.' His plays are gritty and vulgar
and offensive," says Vandiver.
Through questioning the effects of
people interacting online, Wadleigli's
original play, "Facebook Me," will
explore how character performs iden-
tity in a virtual space. Essentially, the
piece creates "the social performative
acts of Facelxxik, such as editing,
commenting, posting and liking, in a
most of the mid-atlan- tic U.S. In spite of this snowy onslaught, a
of both the winter chill and the fashion curve.
Who's the most stylish person
you've ever known or admired?
I try not to admire pretend peo-
ple, so I'll go with a real person:
my good friend Hannah Legris.
What do you think your style
says about who you are?
We are what we pretend to be, so
we must be careful about what we
pretend to be...
If you could only wear one
item for the rest of your life,
what would it be?
Underwear but only the bot-
tom kind.
The songs range in genre trom a
.
two-minu- te screamo piece to weird
experimental rock" according to
Kincaid. Terelle, a music composi-
tion major, often writes songs with
more unusual structures.
"Some of our songs which have
odd rhythmic tension, rather than
like odd harmonic and melodic ten-
sion," he says. "People are so used
to hearing regular beat patterns,
that when you have a pattern that's
rhythmically jarring, it makes peoT
pie feel uneasy. I think it adds a lit-
tle substance to our songs too, a lit-
tle complexity."
Though the band is not planning
to stay together after graduation,
they do intend to record an album
after I.S. is over. They hope to
make it available before the end of
the school year. Terelle hopes to
make them available free of charge.
"I feel like it's a gift of involve-
ment these people have given us," he
says, "And for that they desrve a gift
of a recording."
Regardless of the eventual results,
however, Kincaid feels she has
accomplished her goal with this
group.
"We do this because we like to
rock," she says, then turning to her
drummer. "We're rock stars now,
right girl?"
space which is meant for perform-
ance," according to Wadleigh. She
comments that some people feel this
pressure to stay "in the loop" of our
friends' activities, but because people
are increasingly using technology,
there is less day-to-d- ay interaction in
everyday situations. "Facebook is just
another stage," says Wadleigh.
For tickets, call the COW Box Office
at 330-263-22- 41. Reserve tickets soon,
as seating is limited. Inquiries should
be directed to Patrice Smith.
Marten Dollinger, Arts &
Entertainment editor, did not contribute
any reporting to this story.
Allegra Angelini 11 keeps her
duds bright, despite winter's
white (Photo .by Meredyth Lynn).
It seems like more movies have
been adapted from plays, musicals,
books
both classic
and contem-
porary
and even
older
movies in
martendollinger the Past, 10
years than
in the history of cinema. Naturally,
many are inclined to spout lines
like "the original was better," or
even "the book is always better
than the movie," or "they ruined
it," but I believe that's the easy way
out and to hold an adaptation of
any sort against a rigid evaluation
solely related to the original piece
is a poor excuse for criticism.
Any adaptation should be evalu-
ated on its own terms. Depending
on the artistic intentions of a
given adaptation, being "true to
the original" may very well be a
legitimate factor for evaluation,
but it should remain -- a single factor
to be considered among many.
Take last year's anticipated adapta-
tion "Watchmen." With one notice-
able exception and a few subtle
ones, the overall plot and action of
the movie rarely deviates from the
original.
However, many elements of the
graphic novel were naturally
impossible to address in the movie,
simply because every medium has
capabilities that cannot be dupli-
cated in another medium. Saying
the graphic novel was "better"
than the movie is to overlook these
inherent differences in form.
Let's examine the Harry Potter
franchise as another example.
Here, the artistic intention is
important, as it is very much a
"Hey, I liked this book, I bet some
of this stuff would look REALLY
COOL if we had a budget for CGI"
sort of situation. Complete adher-
ence to the original seems to come
secondary to what fits a formulaic
cinematic plot-li- ne and to what
looks cool.
This is not necessarily a bad
thing; the movies so far seem to
stand pretty well on their own
without one trying to compare
them to the books, although some-
times titles seem to lose their rele-
vance. Take the latest movie,
"Half-Blo- od Prince" the role the
half-blo-od prince even plays in the
movie is kind of irrelevant to the
rest of the plot and the twist that
Snape was, in fact, the half-blo-od
prince was practically a throw- -
away line. Even taking away an
evaluation against the original, it
sort of begs the question, why call
it that if it's such a small part of
the plot?
One adaptation I look forward to
seeing is the American version of
the movie "Death at a Funeral."
Many people have problems with
essentially re-doi- ng the same
movie, and have lambasted
remakes like "The Day the Earth
Stood Still," "Planet of the Apes"
and "War of the Worlds," and
questioned the point of remaking
a good movie, calling it selfish and
money-drive- n. I think it's more
comparable to reviving classic
pieces of theater. No one criticizes
a director for putting on a produc-
tion of "Death of a Salesman" just
because it's already been done, why
not allow screenplays the same
opportunity for re-interpret- ation
and considerations that we offer
theater scripts?
When you get right down to it,
the main reason people are likely to
prefer the original work to a remake
is that people fall in love with their
own vision of a story. We search for
consistency, and we're likely to dis-
like' something that seems to mess
with our initial interpretation, but
no one really wants to see a remake
that's exactly the same as the origi-
nal. Learn to see a new vision of a
story, and let a movie adaptation
stand on its own merit.
Marten is an Arts & Entertainment
editorfor the Voice. He can be reached
for comment at mdollingerlo
wooster.edu
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Men't Basketball DW. 3 Top 20
1
.) Guilford College 623 points
2. ) Williams Collar 586 points
3.) Washington University (St. Louis) 576 points
4. ) University of St. Thomas , 542 points
5. ) Virginia Wesleyan College 492 points
6. ) UW-Stevn-s Point 469 points
7.) Middlebury College 432 points
8.) Whirworth University 420 points
9.) UW-Whitewat- er 41 1 points
10. ) William Paterson University 382 points
11. ) MIT 370 points
12. ) Chapman University 368 points
13. ) Anderson University 315 points
14. ) St. Norbert College 286 points
15.) Franklin A Marshall College 269 points
16. ) Eastern Mennonite University 262 points
17. ) Randolph-Maco- n College 218 points
18. ) St. Mary's (Md.) College 212 points
19. ) The College of Wooarer 199 points
20. ) University of Texas at Dallas 155 points
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Scot Standings
) Wooster 6-- 4
4. ) Kenyon 7-- 6
5.) Allegheny 64
6.) Hiram 5-- 6
7. ) Ohio Wesleyan 4-- 5
8.) Wabash 2-- 5
9.)Oberlin 2-- 7
I.) Wooster
2) Denison
3) 0berlin .
4.) Allegheny
5. ) Wittenberg
6. ) Kenyon
7. ) Hiram
8.) Ohio Wesleyan
. Men's Swimming
l.)Denison 6-- 2
2. ) Wittenberg 9-- 3
3.
Women's Swimming
10--1
7-- 1
'
5-- 3
75
64
4-- 8
4-- 9
2-- 8
All-St.- ir Game. The participants of
the Jiiiie, oAensixe superstars voted
on by the fans, p through tlie
motions on dc'i use and exert mini-
mal effort on the on'eiisive end
resulting in a score that often
results in a point total Hearing 300
hctwecn t!ie two y-- ! s.
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Woo, Witt set to renew one of thefiercest rivalries in Div. Ill
Basketball
continued from page 1
With the conference title. now in
hand, the Scots turn their attention
to arguably the biggest game of
the season the home showdown
with Wittenberg University. The
rivalry is one of the fiercest in Div.
III. It has become a fierce rivalry
because of the continued domi-
nance of both programs. Since the
1988-8- 9 season, either Wooster or
Wittenberg has won- - at least a
share of the
ncac title, in "There's nothing like
that
Allegheny hearing the roar of the
College is the crowd after a big basket
only school to . .
win at least a or the crowd getting into
share of the when jsy0ur j-ea- m on
conference title J
along with defense. It's like they
either of the l "a. r
two schools, g1Ve yU a llttle b00St f
doing so during energy" , .
the 1988-8- 9
.
season and dur- -
ing the 1993-9- 4
season. Over
the past 15 sea-- --
sons, the NCAC
has been won only by Wooster or '
Wittenberg.
More recently, Wooster has
gained the upper hand in the series,
winning the regular season title
seven of the past eight years. Since
winning the NCAC Tournament
title in 2006 and making a run to
the NCAA national title,
Wittenberg has failed to make the
NCAA Tournament. Wittenberg
(17-- 5, 9-- 4 NCAC) is enjoying its
best season since 2007 and led the-Scot- s
for a majority of the first half
when the two teams played in
Springfield, Ohio.
While the Scots are looking to
complete their first 16-- 0 conference
season since 1999-200- 0 and with
the Tigers already eliminated from
the regular season title chase, they
will come into this game looking to
blemish the Scots' perfect confer-
ence record.
Franks claims that tomorrow
night, it's Wooster versus
Wittenberg the records are
irrelevant. "With a rivalry game,
you know that anything can hap-
pen. So despite everything, you'
have to throw records off the
table," he said.
. .
The atmosphere tomorrow night
will be electric. .The Wooster-Wittenbe- rg
rivalry was one of the
reasons Justin Hallowell '12 came
to Wooster. "I went to the Witt
game when it was here at Wooster
my senior year in high school and it
was amazing to me that qt the Div.
Ill level there could be a game like
that with such an intense, but at the
liicriki Uai i nimri i MO
same time fun,
,
atmosphere,"
saidHallowell.
. Hallowell
said that noth-
ing can com-
pare with the
experience of
playing in the
game for the
first' time. "It's
such a fun
game to play
in that you
have to tell
UOnn.iLLUCut "-yourse- lf not
get so
jacked up in
warm-up- s' cause its easy to wear
yourself out," said Hallowell.
Wooster's home crowds typically
average about 1,500 per game.
Tomorrow night, the crowd will
likely double that. Playing in front
of 3,000 peopleds a rare experience
for most Div. Ill players. "It's such
a great feeling knowing that all ,
those fans out there came to watch
your team play," said Hallowell.
"And there's nothing like hearing
the roar of the crowd after a big
basket or the crowd getting into it
.
when your team is on defense. It's
like they give you a little boost of
energy," he said.
This is Johnson's fifth year as
part of the rivalry, and there have
been many games that havecome
down --to the wire? While 'the Scots
will host the Tigers tomorrow, it is
the road games that stick out for
Johnson. "Having so much success
in their gym has been really special
to me. It is extremely difficult to go
on the road and win in such a tough
environment, but we have been able
!
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Brandon Johnson '10 scored a season-hig- h' 11 points and came away with six steals in his
best game of the year Sunday against Wabash College (Photo by Sam VanFleet).
to do it time and again throughout
my four years," said Johnson.
While Moore, who is a 1974
Wittenberg
alumnus and "Coach Moore
was
.
po'nt makes it very clearguard tor the . J
Tigers, remains how much it means tO
even-keele- d, he i i
stresses the
,TT.Wittenberg to beat
energy the team us m& hQW fard We
must play with; -
"i don't think have to play to win."
""
--
.
-Coach Moore
approaches any
games more
intensely than
the Witt game.
He makes
) Wooster
2. ) Wittenberg
3. ) Wabash
4) Allegheny
5.) Ohio Wesleyan
6) Hiram
7. )Denison
8. )OberUn
9. ) Kenyon
10.) Earlham
Men's Basketball
12-0(17-
-4)
84(16-5- )
8-4(1- 3-7)
8-4(1-
1-9)
7-5(10-
-11)
7-5(10--
11)
5-7(5--
16)
2-10(6--
15)
2-10(5--
15)
1-11(-
3-18)
Women's Basketball
1. ) Wittenberg . 134(1 W)
2. ) Ohio Wesleyan 10-2(15-- 6)
3. ) Denison 7-- 5 (15-6- )
4. ) Kenyon 7-5(14- -7)
5. ) Allegheny 64(9-12- )
6. ) Wooster 5-7(8--13)
7.) Hiram 3-9(4-- 17)
8)Oberlin 3-10(4-- 18)
9.) Earlham 111(2-19- )
of the game, Rondo and Rose were
named as reserves, making up for
the inexplicable Iverson vote.
The most deserving star to be
excluded from this year's game is
undeniably Andrew ISynuin who lias
been the only consistent interior
force
,
for the defending champion
Ia)s Amy los Lakers, who hold the
best record in the Western
Conference. I'yiium has averaged 1.5
points as well as chdit rebounds and
1..5 lAnks rr came, lie has estal-lis- hi
1 him If as the premier threat
m r
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them to beat us and how hard we
have to play to win," said Johnson.
That intensity is frequently
demonstrated on
the court. Last
year when the
Tigers visited
Timken, team cap-
tain Marty Bidwell
'09 and
Wittenberg for-
ward- David
Nowicki nearly got
into a tussle after
Bidwell tried to
Brandon Johnson '10 dunk on Nowicki Lat
game.
it : nave always run
very clear how much it means to high in this game, and tomorrow
night will likely be no different.
With the comeback of Johnson,
the re-emerge- nce of Wooster's
perimeter shooters, as well as
increased depth in the post with the
improvement of Josh Clay tor '13
and Jake Mays '13, the Scots may
finally have all the pieces in place to
run the table and be ranked in the
top-1- 2 by the end of the regular
season.
Wittenberg would like nothing
better than to rattle the Scots'
newfound consistency. In this
rivalry, it's not necessarily the
most talented team that wins
it's the team with the most intensi-
ty and energy. Moore will make
sure the team has plenty of both
tomorrow night.
i:V, 'CMhMHrU
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;o defend a defenseless game
the contest becomes a game for
bragging rights 'amongst some of
the league's best young stars. The
game, while not touted as the most
important game of the weekend,
will be the event most closely
resembling an actual, competative
. basketball game. '
. Another aspect of All-St- ar
Weekend which, when not irrele-
vant, is (if'ten forgotten is the three-poi- nt
contest. While contestants
progress through five rat ks of five
balls in pursuit of the a feet store
of .so, there is no opposi.ion except
the CO-.seco- iid shot clock.
This year's compel n k vi has the
potential to be exciting. Tomorrow
night, six of the league's I i st shoot-
ers w ill take to the arc in a hi; h-sc- orin
', event that w ill pi oe to be
inure i ompet a' i e than t'-- - All ''" tr
( Jame on Suiiilav
Wh...t has ciiii i'; d h "' i (lie w. '.- -t
ii,l as An' most p.'piiLr an, I oi . i
t uteri. e '! e i nt is .;!in ' v's s'.. i
dunk contest, but ecn tins c..r 1
7
it)
Number' of consecutive T.tr.l r :J..!s won by the
NCAC wins for the men's U Jed l:.les in the 2C05
basketlrAl team. The . i . Aar OA :r;'cs in Torino,
rihtirj Scots have not lj:.t : ' ::aa v,;::i iAaegoIJs, nine
since lat saaaon's match-r- i :'ar r.a.d'saw 1 bronze. The
with C.lo ' "Wesleyan t : 1 v. as p. .1 for second
University i Jan. 31, 2C39. i . ::. ", I .Ma. J Germany.
cannot deem the contest worth
watching. Last year Dwight
Howard and the "Superman" per-
sona brought a real buzz to the con-
test that was eventually won by
Nate "Kryptotiate" Robinson.
This year's participants leave a
lot to be desired. While fans would
hope to see the likes of LcRron
Janus, Robinson, Howard and
Vim e ('.a tor, they w ill be subject to
(in all Wallace, Shannon Rrown
and t AO. time champ Robinson
joined ly either Kric Cordon or
DcM ! l)tIio,'en. Howard chose
not to articipate this year and
.Ames annually refuses to provide
V e show everyone wants to see.
The MIA All-Sta- r weekend has
t''o potential to be the ' I'.reatest
s: ' i t.u le in all of sports, but
I
. .. of fan voting, a 1 u k
i a t and phivcs' unw ilhr; .-- s t
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Scots take
Margaret Donnelly
Sports Editor
The Wooster women's basketball
team triumphed over Oberlin College
7 1-- 58 in last Saturday's North Coast
Athletic Conference game in Timken
Gymnasium, ending Wooster's three-ga- me
losing streak in the NCAC. The
Scots' (8-1- 3, 5.--7 NCAC) performance
was an imnrnvpniHtit over the last
time they faced the Yeowomen (4-- 17,
3-- 9. NCAC) which ended in a 7K-- 74
overtime victory.
Wooster and Oberlin traded bas-
kets in the first minutes of the game,
but the Scots gained the lead with a
basket by Jessica Wingen '13 and a
three-ba-ll by Kim Wenz '10 to put
wl . .,i i k.. ..: ic ir ; kYVUU.MCI flllCdU uy .MA lu-i- uy 111 U1C
first half. Oberlin came within one of
Wooster after 9-- 4 run that included
a three-point- er by Syrea Thomas (20-19- ),
but' that was the closest the
Yeowonien came within the Scots for
the remainder o'f the game. -
,
Back-to-ba- ck three-pointe- rs by
Colleen Goodwillie '10 with assists by
Keshia Butler '12 and Kaitlin Krister
' 10 drew Wooster's lead to 30--2 1 with
just over five minutes remaining in
the half. Krister added two more
points, giving the Scots their first
double-dig-it advantage, but it was cut
to eight (32-2- 4) as Oberlin's Allison
Anderson scored from behind the arc.
Both teams came into the second
half rejuvenated and with renewed
determination. Anderson opened with
another three-ba-ll and another basket
by Kayla. Brandt brought Oberlin
within four (40-36- ). Wooster
responded with a 9-- 0 run over the
Face it,
The Super Bowl is as American
an event as one could ever be. Most
of us attend a
party, eat an
inordinate
...... J,-r- .,
'
,
amount of junk
food and, for
those of you of
age, get some-
what'- ihtnvirat- -
eingardt. WMe
game itself , is loud, obnoxious, and
more often than not entertaining,
this monstrous event, like all facets
of professional sports, boils down
to which company will profit the
most off of advertisements.
Super Bowl ads are supposed to
transcend normal advertisements.
They're supposed to make you
laugh, cry, and more importantly,
think. This year Super Bowl
advertisers were set back at least
$3 million for 30-seco- rid spots in
the midst of a failing economy. So,
with that kind of money one
would think they'd be well
thought out, funny and contain
some original ideas. Weill you'd be
dead wrong. I think I can speak for
a lot people when I say that this
year's ads were as underwhelming
as ever.
However, this year's broadcast
had its moments. What follows is
my Tim Tebow, screaming chicken
and talking baby-le- ss list of the
Colbert, "Flying Tomato" lead
Chris Weston
Sports Editor
As is the case every four years, the
Wjnter Olympics are upon us. Clips
of the 1980s United States men's
hockey team will become more
obnoxious than Christmas music in
January, the movie "Cool Runnings-wi- ll
air at least twice a week over
the duration of the games and every
single spectator will suddenly
become an expert analyst for figure
skating. This year in Vancouver, the
U.S. will try to prove that it is as for-
midable an opponent in ,the winter
games as it is in the summer games,
a task that most certainly will not be
an easy one.
Going into this year's games, the
biggest story is speed skating. For
better or worse, Stephen Colbert has
turned every eye in America onto
the U.S. speed skating team. He has
down Yeowomen and Gators
next four minutes to give the Scots a
13-po- int lead, their largest of the
night (49-36- ).
Olierlin was never able to overcome
the deficit, and a series of fouls over
the final two minutes sealed the
Wooster win. Samantha Justice '12
went 5-o- f-6 during this series, finish-
ing the game with 1 1 points and three
rebounds.
Kristen Schwartz '12 scored a
'career-hig- h 17 points on 7-o- f-ll
shooting adding seven boards, two
blocks and two steals. Wenz matched
her 17 points with two three-pointe- rs
and 7-o- f-8 shooting from the free-thro- w
line.
For Oberlin, Anderson led with the
game-hig- h of 23 points and nine
assists, while Brandt and Thomas had
10 points each.
The Scots defeated the Allegheny
Gators (9-1- 2, 6--6 NCAC) in a 66-5- 8
victory on Wednesday night in
Timken Gymnasium. The Scots' sen-
iors were honored prior to the game,
which was their last performance on
their home court.
It was a slowstart for both teams in
the early minutes of the game, but
Wooster was able to build a solid lead
that the Gators were never able to
overcome. Points by .Krister and a
three-ba- ll by Wenz put Wooster
ahead by eight (10-- 2) in the first five
minutes of play.
The Scots' playmaking ability
was assisted by a series of fouls by
Allegheny, and Wooster went 63
percent for free throws throughout
the game.
Although the Scots only led by 2
(32-3- 0) at the start of the second
iTHinHKGHiiirm)
you watchfor the commercials
top five Super Bowl ads of 2010.
5. Hyundai Brett Favre
Everyone likes to make jokes
about how old Brett Favre is, includ-
ing Brett Favre. Not only that, but
there's the continual guessing game
of whether he'll ret'ire or come back
and continue to throw interceptions.
In this ad, an extremely gray Brett
Favre wins the 2029 MVP and talks
about retiring from football, just as
he's done oh so many times before.
However, in a smooth transition,
Hyundai then talks about how reli- - '
able their cars are and I stopped
paying attention. ' Why can't
American car companies be this cre-
ative? Oh, right. Too soon?
4. Bud Light Voice Box
Any ad that features. T-Pa- in is a
win in my book. It doesn't matter for
how long he's on the screen; he's just
funny. This auto-tuned-o- ut ad con-
sists of a bunch of guys realizing
there's Bud Light at a party, and then
announcing their excitement
through the wonder that is auto-tun- e.
Then, while at the party,, T-Pa-in
shows up and asks for some gua-camo- le.
Definitely one of the best
laughs of the night. Moreover, I
really hope Jay-- Z wasn't watching
this ad.
graced the cover of "Sports
Illustrated" in full speed skating
regaliq, "raced" gold-medal- ist Sham'
Davis for a spot on the Olympic
team and even helped raise the
$300,000 that the U.S. Olympic
speed skating team needed to travel
to Vancouver. During .the same
week that NBC (stupidly) exiled
Conan O'Brien from "The Tonight
Show," they even made Colbert an
official member of their "NBC
Team" giving him a sweater vest and
recruiting him to help announce the
speed skating events on their net-
work. Win or lose, Americans of all
ages will be able to tune in during
almost every day of the games to
find out what all the hype was about.
The United States' most realistic
chance for medals is in the different
snowboarding events. After claim-
ing seven medals, three of them
gold, in Torino for the 2006 games,
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The ability of Kyrh Wenz '10 to
the Scots to keep games close
half, they were able to pull away
from the Gators and establish' a
more dominant lead.
Wenz led the team's scoring with
22 points, while Schwartz had 16
and Krister had 12..
'The Scots will be in action at
S. Bud Light Asteroid
The end of the world is coming,
and the culprit is a speeding aster-
oid. Upon realizing their fate, sever-
al astronomers can only think of one
thing to do. In a thought process
that any college student could relate
to, the astronomers choose to forego
their dying wishes and instead drink
copious amounts of alcohol. Bud
Light ran four ads during the broad-
cast, and this was by far the funniest;
providing hilarity around the rather
solemn subject that is the apoca-
lypse. In the end it turns out the
gigantic asteroid actually was the
size of a pebble, and ' the
astronomers thank Bud Light for
saving the world. Still, the attitude
of "Well, forget it, let's drink" was
conveyed well.
2. Snickers Game
In games' of pickup football,
there's always that guy. You know,
the one who softens up and can't
deliver out the hit or never dives for
the ball. Yeah, I know him too, and
I'm not talking about Braylon
Edwards, Browns fans. In this ad by
Snickers, there are two very solid
cameos. It starts with Betty White
going out for a pass, then getting
absolutely decked by a defender.
After White delivers some trash talk
the United States is returning all of
its medal winners this year.
Everyone will be watching for Shaun
White a.k.a. "The Flying Tomato"
who, at 23 years old, is still in the
prime of his career, should be the
clear-c- ut favorite to win the men's
halfpipe again this year.
Looking for some redemption is
Lindsey Jacobellis, who dogged it at
the end of the 2006 women's snow-
board crosis final to just miss out on
gold. Despite comments that she
was in the heat of the moment, and
doesn't regret her actions, it is clear
from her recent actions that she
doesn't want to go down with Bode
Miller as a gigantic Olympic flop,
and will be certain to give it her all
this time around.
In figure skating, a perennial
event of gold medal contention for
the U.S., this year's figure skating
team is weaker than the New Jersey
create offense has allowed
(Rhoto by Sam VanFleet).
Wittenberg University (15-- 6, 13-- 0
NCAC) tomorrow at. 7:30 p.m.
Wittenberg is currently undefeated in
the NCAC. Wooster will play at Ohio
Wesleyan on Monday at 7:30 p.m. to
make up the game that was cancelled .
last week due to inclement weather.
1
about another player's mother, it
turns out that Betty White was
just a facet of this guy's imagina-
tion. He was only playing like
Betty White because he was hun-
gry. All he had to do was take a
bite,' and, he was no longer Betty
White, which is probably a good
thing when it comes to pickup
football. Abe Vigoda also makes a
cameo as the quarterback, and, you
guessed it, gets knocked to the
ground.
1. Google Parisian Love
Google is awesome. They pro-
vide me with search results, e-m- ail,
Youtube and now they're giving
me a self-absorbi- ng feeling of
warmth. This advertisement was
above and beyond the smartest ad
of the evening, and in addition was
more than likely the least expen-
sive to make. While not the funni-
est, it was definitely the cutest; and
the most effective. The ad takes
place on Google's iconic home- -
page, with the user first looking for
some study abroad options in
Paris. The searches that follow tell
a story, and a love story at that. He
apparently hams French, moves
to Paris, and marries a woman
there all with the help of Google.
The last search? "How to assemble
a crib." Aw ww.
team USA
Nets. The squad, which is filled
almost entirely with Olympic new
comers, has podiumed in every
games since World War II, a streak
which cpuld be threatened due to
their lack of experience- -
Now, it's time to stop sipping the
American pride kool-ai- d. Lest we.
forget, the U.S. has not been the top
team in a winter games since Lake
Placid hosted the games for the first
time in 1932. The only way that
America stands, any chance of
returning to Olympic glory is if it
starts to place athletes in events that
we as a country have been absent
from in the past Olympic Games.
Events like the biathalon, ski jump
ing (not freestyle mind you, actual
ski jumping) and the luge have been
without proper American represen
tation for years.
.The Olympic games will air from
Feb. 12-2- 8 on all NBC affiliates.
Wooster
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MY: The tough early schedule
was meant to challenge the
team in preparation for the type
of talent you will be facing in
the NCAA tournament. How
'have the early tests benefited
this team over the course of the
season?
IF: Obviously, any time you play
three' top-fiv- e teams like we did, J
. you are going to get better because;
! of it. Playing tough competition,
i like that helped us learn what it
;
takes to be a top-fiv- e level team ,1
;
after we played University of St. 3
: Thomas we knew where we needed
to be if we wanted to win our con--'
-- i
ference again and make the toiirna-- !
ment. Playing those teams early j
; has really helped us through con- -,
: ference play.
MY: How important was the I
twin at Wabash College this
past weekend for this team's
confidence and momentum
going into the final stretch of
I the season and the conference
tournament?
IF: Wabash is a really good team J
one of the better teams in our
,
conference so to go to their!
place and win, which we know is a
tough place to play because we've
.been there before, and we know!
that they're better at their place
,
than when we face them at home
was big. We knew going in that it
; was going to be a tough game, but
we got it done with defense there
at the end. That helps our confi
dence even more.
MY: You have paced the Scots
; attack averaging nearly 18
points per game. What has
allowed you to emerge as the
, number one scoring threat on
such a deep and talented team?
IF: A lot the time it's just trying
to create a shot whether it's for me
f or my teammates. If I have an
open lane I'm going to try and get
to the basket and score, and if not,
I'm going to pass it out to Nate
Balch '11 or Justin Hallow ell
'12 or any of our other shooters. 1
I try to attack the basket and take
advantage ot the defense more
than anything.
MY: How has the strong l.iy
of underclassmen benefited this
; team which still has a cry solid
nucleus of players who will be
back next year?
IF: Guys have really stepped up
this season. The lirst-jv;- ir een
though tliev don t play a w lane lot
Of mim.tes; they p!av la I
.
.
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